EMPLOYMENT OF RETIRED EDUCATORS (SECONDARY) ON A CONTRACT BASIS
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2023
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, TERTIARY EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY

Applications are invited from qualified retired Educators (Secondary) who were on the establishment of this Ministry and who wish to be considered for employment as Educators (Secondary) for the teaching of the subjects listed below in State Secondary Schools/Academies. The Retired Educators (Secondary) will be employed on a contract basis during the academic year 2023:

1. Accounting
2. Arabic
3. Chemistry
4. Modern Chinese
5. Computer Science
6. Economics
7. English
8. French
9. Hindi
10. Islamic Studies
11. Marathi
12. Mathematics
13. Physical Education
14. Physics
15. Sociology
16. Tamil
17. Telugu
18. Urdu
19. Art & Design
20. Business and Entrepreneurship Education
21. Biology
22. Design and Communication/ Design and Technology
23. Home Economics - Food & Nutrition/ Food studies
AGE LIMIT

Candidates should be below 70 years old and should be medically fit. The selected candidates should not have reached their 70th birthday by the end of the contract period.

3. Officers who have retired in the interest of the Public Service or on medical grounds will not be considered.

4. QUALIFICATIONS

Candidates should possess:-

A.1 (i)  (a) a Cambridge School Certificate with credit in at least five subjects including English Language obtained at not more than two sittings; or

(b) Passes not below Grade C in at least five subjects including English Language obtained at not more than two sittings at the General Certificate of Education “Ordinary Level” provided that at one of the sittings, passes have been obtained either (i) in five subjects including English Language with at least Grade C in any two subjects or (ii) in six subjects including English Language with at least Grade C in any one subject;

(ii) a Cambridge Higher School Certificate or Passes in at least two subjects obtained on one certificate at the General Certificate of Education “Advanced Level”; and

(iii) (a) (i) a degree or joint degree from a recognised institution in the subject to be taught, or an equivalent qualification; and
(ii) a Post Graduate Certificate in Education from a recognised institution, or an alternative qualification in Education from a recognised institution; or

(b) a B.Ed from the Mauritius Institute of Education in the subject to be taught.

**NOTE 1**

Candidates not possessing a credit in English Language at the Cambridge School Certificate will also be considered provided they possess passes in at least two subjects at “Principal Level” and one subject at “Subsidiary Level” as well as the General Paper obtained on one certificate at the Cambridge Higher School Certificate Examinations.

**NOTE 2**

The employment on contract will not give the selected candidates any claim for permanent appointment in the public service.

5. **ALLOWANCE**

Candidates will be paid an all-inclusive salary of Rs 50,000 and travelling allowance monthly.

6. **MODE OF APPLICATION**

Applications should be made on the prescribed form [see 6(iii) below] obtainable at the:-

- Enquiry Unit of the Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education, Science and Technology, Ground Floor, MITD House, Phoenix
- Educational Zone 1, Mutual Aid Building, Phase II, Level 3, Guy Rozemont Square, Port Louis.
- Educational Zone 2, NCCRD, Sir F Herchenroder Street, Beau Bassin.
- Educational Zone 3, Rose Belle (opposite Grand Port Savanne District Council).
- Educational Zone 4, Level 2, Ebène Heights, Ebène.

The Application Form can also be downloaded from the website of the Ministry at the following address:

[http://ministry-education.govmu.org](http://ministry-education.govmu.org)
The Application Form should be submitted along with copies of the Birth/Marriage, Academic and Professional Certificates, **transcripts of the modules covered** in the Diploma/Degree.

7. **IMPORTANT**

(i) Candidates should **clearly** indicate on their Application Forms the subject for which they are applying. The subject Number should be included (eg No 1 for Accounts). Failure to do so may entail their elimination from the competition.

(ii) Incomplete, inadequate or inaccurate filling of the Application Form may entail elimination of the applicant. Only the prescribed Application Form should be used.

(iii) Candidates will be contacted, as far as possible, by e-mail and phone. Candidates are therefore advised to submit valid e-mail address as well as a phone number on which they can be easily contacted.

8. **CLOSING DATE OF APPLICATION**

Qualified candidates are requested to submit their applications so as to reach the Acting Senior Chief Executive [Attn. Human Resource Section (Secondary)], Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education, Science and Technology, 2nd Floor, MITD House, Phoenix **not later than 3.30 p.m on Thursday 18 May 2023**. Applications obtained after the closing date **will not be accepted**. The onus for the prompt submission of applications so that they reach the Acting Senior Chief Executive, Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education, Science and Technology in time lies solely on applicants.

Envelopes should be marked "**RETIRED EDUCATORS (SECONDARY), State Secondary Schools/Academies**” on the top left corner.

Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education, Science and Technology  
MITD House  
Phoenix  
73544

Date: 09 May 2023